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1. ABSTRACT
A self-adaptive grid procedure for efficient computation of three-dimensional complex flow fields is
described. The method is based on variational principles to minimize the energy of a spring system anal-
ogy which redistributes the grid points. Grid control parameters are determined by specifying maximum
and minimum grid spacings. Multidirectional adaptation is achieved by splitting the procedure into a
sequence of successive applications of a unidirectional adaptation. One-sided, two-directional constraints
for orthogonality and smoothness are used to enhance the efficiency of the method. Feasibility of the
scheme is demonstrated by application to a multinozzle, afterbody, plume flow field. Application of the
algorithm for initial grid generation is illustrated by constructing a three-dimensional grid about a "bump-
like" geometry.
2. INTRODUCTION
The effective design of future aircraft, rockets, and aerospace vehicles which fly at high speeds
requires realistic consideration of three-dimensional (3-D) complex flow fields. Analysis of these prob-
lems by means of simulation techniques demands enhanced grid distribution methodologies to obtain effi-
cient and accurate resolution of rapidly varying solutions to the pertinent partial differential equations
(PDE).
Studies of solution-adaptive grid methods are significant because of their potential for improving the
efficiency and accuracy of the numerical methods and for reducing computer memory requirements. Con-
tinuing advances in solution algorithms and computer power have considerably improved the efficiency of
the solution, but the accuracy of the solution still depends directly on the distribution of grid points over
the physical space in question.
In recent years, a considerable amount of literature has been devoted to the subject of adaptive
methods. General surveys by Anderson (ref. 1) in 1983, by Babuska et al. (ref. 2) in 1983, by
Thompson (ref. 3) in 1985, and by Eiseman (ref. 4) in 1987 summarizes much of this activity. One of the
important tools which has been used to cluster the grid points in the physical space and which has been
reviewed in detail, in references 1 and 3, is to redistribute the grid points along a fixed line so that some
positive weight function is equidistributed over the line. Similar adaptation along a family of fixed lines
can be applied to multidimensional adaptation (ref. 5). Without additional constraints these methods can
produce undesirable results in terms of grid skewness. By introducing an orthogonality constraint,
Anderson (ref. 6) and Dwyer (ref. 7) have been able to control this problem to some extent in two-
dimensional (2-D) applications; Eiseman (ref. 8) and Nakahashi and Deiwert (refs. 9,10) have introduced
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a practical multidimensional adaptation using successive applications of a one-dimensional (l-D) adapta-
tion separately in each of the curvilinear coordinate directions. In the latter a torsion-tension spring system
analogy is used incorporating resistance to movement away from orthogonality. The orthogonality and
smoothness of the above spring system analogy have been controlled by several incorporated parameters
and constants whose values are determined by the effort of the user through numerical experiment. To
diminish the degree of empiricism intrinsic to this approach, particularly in 3-D, Nakahashi and Deiwert
(ref. 11) have suggested some new measures to relate the value of the parameters directly to the solution
data. This new improvement has significantly increased the accuracy and efficiency in the study of 2-D
airfoil problems.
This paper presents a practical 3-D solution-adaptive algorithm for the redistribution of grid points to
optimal positions and is suitable for modern computer architectures. This work extends the 2-D self-
adaptive approach of reference 11 to 3-D. The control of grid skewness is achieved by one-sided torsion
and control of spacing by two-sided tension springs. The procedure can be used independently of the
PDE-algorithm and/or can be coupled with a variety of existing PDE-solvers, both for steady and unsteady
cases. It is suitable for use with zonal approach. The multidirectional adaptation is achieved using the
concept of splitting (or fractional steps) in all aspects of the approach.
A user friendly 3-D code which implements this algorithm has been developed. The code automati-
cally calculates most of the incorporated parameters, which affects orthogonality and smoothness via user-
specified constants denoting the maximum and minimum grid spacing. The user selects direction of
adaptation along a curvilinear grid line in the physical space. Grid points are then redistributed to their
optimal positions along a family of these lines whose collection sweeps a user-specified curvilinear grid
plane. The procedure covers the entire physical space along each of these planes in a given marching
direction. The feasibility of the method as a solution-adaptive scheme is illustrated by its application to a
realistic three-dimensional problem concerning a generic two-nozzle afterbody plume flow. The outer
flow field is complicated by the three-dimensional body shape interacting with multiple jet streams, three-
dimensional barrel shocks, Mach disc, mixing shear layers and recompression shocks. Application of the
scheme as an initial grid generation is illustrated by generating a 3-D grid about a bump.
3. METHODOLOGY
Here we briefly review the conceptual approach, based on variational principles that are the main
ingredient of the adaptive grid scheme. Then a more relaxed version, although not in content, of some of
the mathematical constraints are considered to produce an efficient and practical solution-adaptive
"algorithm.
The problem of grid genertion and adaptation is to establish the mapping relation x(_) or _(x)
between the physical and computational space. An optimum distribution is one in which the solution error
or some approximate measure of this error, here denoted by a positive weight function w(x), is uniformly
distributed over all grid points. The solution data should be adjusted on the new grid either by interpola-
tion or incorporation of the grid speeds in conjunction with the transformation of the time derivatives.
This concept is discussed in reference 1 in detail; here we will use the following relations taken from this
reference for our immediate purpose:
Xi+l
w(x)dx discrete Axiw i = constant (1)constant, case;
x i
x_w(_) = constant, I 1 = W(_)X_ d_ (2)
The initial part of equation (2) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for minimization of the second integral there.
It can also be interpreted as minimization of the energy of a system of springs with constant w(_) between
each pair. We also have
Awi= w(_i)N w(_) (3)
where N is the total number of grid intervals.
The weighting function w(x) is most commonly experssed as a linear combination of positive func-
tions, Mi's, related to the first or higher gradient of the solution,
w(x) = M0 + clM1 + c2M2 + ... + cmMm, ci > 0 (4)
See also suggestions by White (ref. 12).
In multiple dimensions, the adaptation in different directions should be coupled to maintain sufficient
smoothness in the grid. Brackbill and Saltzman (refs. 13-15) in their variational approach minimize a lin-
ear combination of integrals where each is a measure of some grid properties; their formulation is given
by:
I = 7Lwlw + _Lsls + _.olo (5)
I w - fw(x)J d_x= f w(_)J2 d_ (6)
Is--- Jii dx = Jii J d_ (7)
I0 = f[(J12)2 + (J23)2 + (J31)2]d_x = f[(J12)2 + (J23)2 + (J31)2]J 2 d__ (8)
Jij = V_ i" V_ j , J = (det I Jij[) 1/2 (9)
J is the Jacobian of the transformation, 7tw, _Ls, and _0 are specified coefficients, dx and d_ are differen-
tial volumes in physical and computational space, respectively. Larger values of these coefficients put
more emphasis upon their corresponding weighted volume integrals. The Iw forces the cell size to be
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small where w_) is large and vice versa; Is reinforces the smoothness of the grid; and finally, Io con-
strains the orthogonal behavior of the grid.
Minimization of I yields the Euler-Lagrange equations and can be obtained by application of the
following operators to the integrand of I:
o_i _Xj _/_ , i= 1, 2, 3 (10)
Equation (10), which establishes the mapping relation, would now be a system of three coupled elliptic
PDEs whose solutions would be responsible for generating smooth, clustered or stretched, and orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates in the physical space. The solution of the previous equations in practice is in itself
a rather complicated task. Here we will show how a spring system analogy whose constants are functions
of the solution itself can be used to relax multidimensional elliptic equation (10). The procedure illustrated
is an extension of the self-adaptive method of Nakahashi and Deiwert (ref. 9) to 3-D problems.
4. UNIDIRECTIONAL SELF-ADAPTIVE SCHEME
In this section we will derive the basic equations for grid adaptation. For simplicity of illustration,
consider a 3-D flow field with adaptation along the curvilinear coordinate _. Also for clarity of our nota-
tion assume that indices i, j, and k correspond to the _, rl, and _ coordinates in the computational space
and let _i denote the curvilinear plane _i = constant, which is a transformation of the _ = i of the com-
putational plane. The _j,k denotes the curvilinear line which is the intersection of the rlj and _k-planes.
Finally, let the point p(i,j,k) of computational space correspond to the point (xij,k, Yij,k, zij,k) of the
physical space and let fij,k be the value of a function f at p.
In figure 1, grid points on the _j,k line are free to move along a line whose configuration is fixed.
Each point A on _j,k is suspended by two tension springs which connect A to points B and C, and
whose spring constants (weighting functions) are Wi_lo,k and wij,k and w is
Wi,j,k = MO + rMib Mi = fi,j,k -- fMIN
' fMAX -- fMIN (11)
where fMIN and fMAX are the minimum and maximum of nonnegative driving function f with its dis-
crete values denoted by fij,k; r and b are positive constants; and M0 is used to maintain grid smoothness
and is equal to unity in most cases. The function f> 0 is related to the gradient of pressure, density,
temperature, Mach number or other vital solution variables and/or a linear combination of these quantities.
This choice of f is normally used to def'me the stretching and clustering of grid points, for other pur-
poses, such as distributions across wall-bounded shear layers a geometric (exponential) function and
around curved surfaces, the local curvature would be used.
The constants r and b in equation (11) are critical in obtaining the degree of grid clustering along the
grid lines. Determining these constants by means of experiment, particularly in multidimensional
application, is a tedious task. Here an automatic method of calculating them is considered. This would be
one area of computation which makes the scheme "self-adaptive." In this approach (see also ref. 11) a
desiredmaximumandminimumgrid spacingASMAXandASMIN,respectively,arespecifiedby theuser;
thenthegrid spacingis determinedbyequation(3) andwrittenfor threedimensionsas:
N / -1Asi,j, k = L wi,j, k Z (Wn,j ,k)-I (12)
where siO,k is the approximated arc secant length and calculated from point (i,j,k) along the line _j,b
From equations (11) and (12), Max Mi the maximum of Mi is equal to unity and Max wio& = 1 + r for
some i = i*, 1 < i* < N when M0 - 1. The ratio of Max wi,j& to Min wi,j,k, from equation (12), is
proportional to the ratio of Max Asio,k to Min Asij,k. These observations all suggest that r should be
defined as
ASMAX
r - 1 (13)
ASMIN
For practical convenience ASMAX and ASMIN are given as multiples of the uniform spacing value L/N.
The constant b is iteratively found such that equation (12) is satisfied; this means we find some
b = _ so that q/(5) = Min Asi,j,k has the value _t(l_) = ASMIN. This can be done by application of the
Newton-Raphson iterative scheme; for the (v + 1)th iteration of b we have:
b(V+l)=b(V)+ Ab, Ab=(ASMiN-_(b))/(-_b) (14)
b"b" = D_I + D_2 (15)
Min Asi,j, k
D_/1 = -r Max Awi,j, k Mib log M i , at i = i* (16)
N
/Max_wijk) (Min Asij k) Z M_l°g Mn
Dye=r -- " " n=l (Wn,j,g) 2
, at i=i* (17)
In equations (16) and (17) we have used the fact that Min Asij,k = Max wij,k, at i = i* from equa-
tion (12). Also from Max Mi = 1 and Max wi,j,k = 1 + r we have DllI1 = 0, and D_2 is given by
N
r(1 +r)(Min ASijk) _ M_logMn i=i* (18)
Dq/2 - L " n=l (Wi,j,k)2 '
A force to control inclinations of the rl and _ coordinates is given by the torsion springs attached at
points D and E in figure 1; these torsions enforce the inclinations of lines DA and EA with respect to
prescribed reference lines DA1 and EA2. If the coefficients for torsion springs are denoted by C1 and C2
a mathematical statement of the force is given by
Ftorsio n = -C10id_l, k - C20i,j,k_ 1 (19)
.
where 0i,j-lk and 0id,k-I are the angles between DA and DA1 and EA and EA2, respectively. The ref-
erence lines DA1 and EA2 are projections of prescribed lines DA_' and EA_ on the planes DAB and
EAH, respectively. The DA_ itself is defined by a weighted average of 1) an extension of FD, to
maintain smoothness along the "q-line and 2) a line normal to the plane of DG13, 13 = (i, j - 1, k + 1) on
the _j-l,k+l line. Similarly, EA_ is a weighted average of an extension of QE and normal to the plane
EHi_, _ = (i,j + 1, k- l) on the _j+l,k-1 line. Other reference lines, such as streamlines or shocks, etc.,
could be used as well. These springs affect the orthogonality and smoothness constraints described by
equations (7) and (8). The effects are incorporated in a one-sided manner without introduction of
ellipticity in the 1"1and _ directions.
The distribution of grid points along the _j,k-coordinate with new values of si,j,k is determined by abalance equation for the complete spring system:
Wi'j'k(Si+l'j'k- Si'j'k) -- Wi-l'j'k(Si'j ,k -- Si-l,j,k) -- C10i,j-l,k - C20i,j,k_l -'- 0 (20)
In the previous use of this scheme (ref. 10) C1 and C2 were held fixed for the entire flow field. The
magnitude of these constants, large or small, makes the spring system highly damped or relatively
undamped accordingly and the coordinate lines may oscillate. This increases the number of iterations for a
desired convergence. An automatic calculation of C1 and C2 that keeps up with the "self-adaptivity"
concept is possible, if they are specified along each _jk-line as follows:
N
12C1 = 0_.1 , C2_. 2 , o_ = _- Wn,j,k (21)
n=l
where )-1 and _2 are user specified constants and tx is the average of tension spring constants along the
{jk-line. The adapted grid is less sensitive to 0q and ),,2) than (CI and C2) where the latter is fixed uni-formly over the flow field.
The inclination angles are approximated by
where
respectively.
H
Si,j, k -- Si,j, k Si,j,k- Si,j, k
0i,j_l, k = DA 1 - , 0i,j,k- 1 = DA 2
! it
si,j,k and si,j,k are the arc length to the intersection of reference lines DA1 and DA2,Equation (20) reduces to
(22)
Wi,j.kSi+l.j.k -- (Wi+l,j,k + Wi_l,j. k -k- Ti,j_l, k q- Ti.j,k_l)Si,j, k + Wi_l.j,kSi_l.j,k
pl
= --Ti.j-l.kSi.j,k -- Ti,j.k-1 Si,j,k ,_...---(23)
Ti'j-l'k = (°c_q)/DA1 ' Ti'j'k-I = (O0_2)/DA2 (24)
Equation (23) is a tridiagonal system of equations for si,j,k along the _j,k-line and can be readily solved.
In this approach, only the torsion forces Ti,.j-1, k and Tid,k-1 on the upstream sides influence the distribu-
tion at the _j,k coordinate. This allows a simple marching scheme to be used along each {j,k-line (on
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eighter rlj or _k-plane) stepping along the j or the k index. However, if the influence of torsion forces
from both sides (Ti,j_l, k and Ti,j+l,k) and (Ti,j,k-1, Ti,j,k+l) are considered simultaneously, equation (23)
is no longer a tridiagonal system of equations. This increases the computational effort without additional
benefit.
It should be noted that equation (23) without inclusion of torsion forces is a 1-D elliptic equation,
similar to equation (2), whose solution si,j,k is a monotonically increasing function along the _j,k-line.
With torsion forces included, however, the equidistribution concept is disturbed. This may disturb the
monotonicity of the solution when inappropriate values of the constants, _,1 and )_2, and the inclination
angles are used. As a result the grid points may become extremely clustered, coarse and/or even crossed
and overlapped. To avoid tt}is, one should monitor the values of, si,j,k and s'i'o,k for possible
overlappings; e.g., si,j,k < Si+l,j,k for some i = l and sid,k < Si+l,j,k fo r some i = m. A good policy
is to modify the values of skj,k and s]',j,k by equating them to the average of their local maximum and
minimum in the overlapping region. Otherwise, in the case of severe clustering or coarseness weighting
functions wi,j,k should be relaxed (decreased or increased) in proportion to a measure of the fractions
Asi,jx/ASMIN or Asij,k/ASMAX, respectively. These considerations are automatically done in any course
of adaptation; however, in the case where monotonicity of the solution values, si,j,k, fails, the procedure is
terminated indicating some smaller values of the constants )_1 and )_2 be specified. Equation (23) is
solved for each si,j,k, iterating until converged values of si,j,k to some specified tolerance are obtained.
4.1 Outline of the Procedure
This section summarizes the basic steps for grid adaptation along principle adaptation directions; i.e.,
a family _j,k-coordinate lines lying on the tk-plane stepping along the j-index from j = Js to j -- JE and
then marching along the tk-plane from k = ks to k = kE (definitions of these indices will be given next).
The family of these adapted planes when marched along the k-index covers the entire field. The summary
is as follows: 1) specify the rectangular box R of the computational space to be adapted, i.e., the bound-
ary indices i S, iE, Js, jE, ks, and kE, where S and E denote starting and ending indices of R; 2) specify
maximum and minimum allowable grid spacing ASMAX ASMIN, to control the density of the redistributed
points; 3) specify the torsion spring coefficients _.1 and _.2; 4) march in the k direction (i.e., on each
_k-plane) beginning at ks; 5) march in the j-direction (i.e., on each _jk-line lying on the t-plane)
beginning at js; 6) for each k and j calculate arc secant length si,j,k and wi,i,k (from eq. (14)) for
1S - 1.- 1E; 7) calculate si,j,k and si,j,k, Tij-l,k, Tid,k-1 and then correct for any overlapping of si,J,k
and si,j,k; 8) solve the tridiagonal system of equation (23) for new values of si,j,k and monitor their
monotonicity; if it fails the program is terminated, then return to step (3) and select a new set of parameters
(2-1 and _.2) and repeat; 9) interpolate fi,j,k on sid,k from the flow solution data on the old grid points;
and 10) check the convergence of sij,k; if not converged keep returning to step 6.
4.2 Multidirectional Adaptations
Multidirectional adaptation is achieved by sequential application procedure into a sequence of unidi-
rectional adaptations. For instance, the grid points are first adapted to the solution along each
k-coordinate, followed by adaptation along each rl-coordinate, and then for each t-coordinate. This is
analogous to the fractional step schemes for PDEs. It should be recalled that the earlier concept is main-
tained because of the consideration of torsion forces from one side only.
Theselectedorderof adaptationis arbitrary,but theresultingadaptedgrid isnotnecessarilyunique.
Onereasonis thatequation(23) isnonsymmetricandthechoiceof theboundaryof theregion R andthe
orderof adaptationdirectionaffecttheredistributionof gridpointsonall grid lines. Anotherreasonis that
torsionparameters_-1and_,2 play a role in deciding the final grid.
A good policy for choosing the first adaptation direction would be choosing the coordinate for which
gradients with flow properties are large. The solution field is interpolated into a newly adapted grid, using
second-order, one-dimensional Lagrange interpolation after each unidirectional adaptation, and is more
efficient than using multidimensional interpolation. For unsteady problems, no interpolation would be
necessary if the grid speeds were registered after each adaptation and incorporated into transformed time
derivatives of the solution variables.
The 3-D code which implements this algorithm enjoys a modular structure. The user can specify any
direction of coordinate line for the adaptation and either of two planes of adaptation, as discussed earlier;
then the grid and solution data are swapped so that the standard procedure of the previous section can be
applied. This portion of the algorithm is another important user friendly feature of this code which auto-
matically maps the initial input grid and solution data with user-specified directions of adaptation into
newly ordered data. The adaptation can then proceed along the principal adaptation directions and that
after completion the data are returned to their original order before output, by means of inverse mapping.
The mapping and/or remapping procedure in 3-D takes place by the appropriate reordering of the indices
i, j, and k and (x, y, and z) coordinates of the physical space.
The concept of splitting not only breaks complex 3-D flow field calculation into effective successive
1-D ones, but it also enables one to take advantage of the vector processing architectures of modem com-
puters and treat large 3-D data sets by employing the block/pencil data base approach for large and com-
plex 3-D data (e.g., Lomax and Pulliam (ref. 16) and Deiwert and Rothmund (ref. 17)) where the topo-
logical space is subdivided into blocks which interface with one another exactly.
4.3 Boundary Modifications
This section explains the adaptation procedure near or on the boundaries of the subdomain R. Here
we address two issues: 1) the modification of equation (23) for the boundaries of R, and 2) the mainte-
nance of the configuration of the initial grid lines near the boundaries. For definiteness, consider the prin-
ciple marching directions described in the previous sections. For k = ks the torsion forces Ti,j,k. 1 are
equal to zero, because the (ks - 1)st plane corresponds t.o an external plane of the region R. Equa-
tion (29) would be modified by setting Ti,j_-I = 0. The adaptation along the _j,k-line for j = Js (i.e., the
initial line) would further require that torsion force Ti,j-l,k from the rl-direction be zero because Js " 1
corresponds to the external boundary; therefore, both torsion forces in equation (23) should be considered
zero; i.e., it then reduces to a simple equidistribution concept.
As for the second issue, it is essential to preserve the grid line configuration on or near the bound-
ary. Redistribution of grid points along _j,k-lines may affect the direction of the initial grid lines, rli,k or
_i,k, in the neighborhood of the boundaries of R. This may be undesirable for cases where, for instance,
a boundary of R is an interface between two patched blocks of an initial grid, or when it corresponds to a
physical botmdary. The present algorithm tackles this problem by modifying torsion constants (_-1 and)_2) and the related direction of the reference lines.
For clarityof discussionbelowlet r, g, and_ denoteunit vectorsalongareferenceline, agrid
line, andaline normalto theboundary,respectively,issuedfrom agrid point on the _i,k linesonor near
theboundary.As definedbefore,thereferenceline is aweightedaverageof vectors g and n; thenwe
canwrite:
r = 131g + 132n (25)
where _1 and 132 are some user specified parameters on the interval [0,1], [32 = 1 - 131. Control of the
vector r affects the inclination of the angles which in turn control the distribution of grid points along
the adapted line _j,k. To further clarify this point, suppose that in a given problem the user has to
preserve the initial grid direction of the rli,k-lines near the boundary, say for several _jk-lines, stepping
along the j-index from j = js to j = Js + ng. This ng, where ng> JS is specified by the user and is a
mean to define a desired neighborhood near the boundary. Then by a simple algorithm, such as
_1 --) _1 + (1 - 1_1)( ng -jn-g )+Js (26)
one finds that for j = Js (i.e., at the boundary) 131 is increased to unity shifting the emphasis to the direc-
t-ion of vector g, then for j =Js +ng, 131 retains its original value, and for Js <J <ng, 131and g _e
smoothly modified. This procedure allows preservations of the initial directions of the rli,k-lines of g.
At the same time the value of the torsion constant _-1 is modified in a similar way making the adjustment
of 131 more effective.
This argument can be repeated for problems where the initial boundary-conforr_ing grid must be
preserved by smooth modification of 132. This would shift the emphasis to vector n near the boundary
and smoothly transmit this effect to some specified neighbor of the boundary so that the__rthogonality of
grid lines near the boundary would be preserved. The procedure of modifying _,1 and r just described
for the rli,k-lines can be repeated for all _i,j-lines near the boundary plane _k, k = ks when stepping
along the k-index. This approach makes the entire algorithm for treating the boundary consistent with the
self-adaptive concept.
There are also two more concerns with the boundaries. One, when the subdomain R does not cor-
respond to the entire flow field, is that after each adaptation on the _k-plane the grid distribution along the
lines _j,k, j = jE may not match smoothly with those {j,k-lines outside the boundaries, specifically the
_j,k-lines with j > jE. This case can be cured by projecting the grid spacing of the {j,k-lines_ j = jE onto
the _j,k-lines, j = jE + 1 and so forth, or by using algorithms such as discussed previously to preserve
grid line configuration when j _ jE and k _ kE. Another concern is in avoiding large differences in
spacing at the boundaries, along the _j,k-lines; in particular between Asi-ld,k and Asi,j,k for i = is, and
between Asi-l,j,k and Asi,j,k for i = iE. These differences can be modified by the magnitude of tension
forces like the weighting functions wi,j,k at both ends prior to adaptation according to the concept of
equidistribution; that is, we let
m
Wi,j, k ASi_l,j, k = C, at i =i s (27)
Wi,j, k mSi+l,j, k ---= C, at i=i E (28)
where C2 is an average of the products wi,j,k Asi,j,k along the current _j,k-line (or previously adapted
line _j-l,k). Then these values of wij,k at both ends are merged to alleviate the values of several weight
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functions in the neighborhood of i = is and i = iE. The related algorithm here is also compatible with the
self-adaptive concept and will be effective upon request by specifying a related input parameter.
4.4 Example of a Solution-Adapted Grid
To demonstrate the feasibility of the algorithm, the 3-D flow field about a two-nozzle afterbody
plume flow is considered. Complex flow structure is produced because of interaction between external
supersonic flow and underexpanded supersonic jets in the plume region. Flow features consist of shocks,
mixing shear layers, barrel shocks, and Mach disk, etc. This structure is further complicated due to 3-D
geometric complexities and multiple jet stream interactions. Vankatapathy and Feiereisen (ref. 18) have
computed multinozzle plume flows with a 3-D Navier-Stokes solver; their numerical simulations are per-
formed with an upwind solver for an ideal gas. We have used the self-adaptive algorithm to adapt the
initial grid used by these authors to the solution of the two-nozzle plume flow. The computation is made
under such free-stream conditions as: Mach number = 4.22, temperature = 250 K, and pressure = 0.0028
atm. Figure 1 depicts the 3-D initial grid in the physical space, limited to the plume region downstream of
the nozzle's exit plane. The flow is bisymmetric about the yx-plane and zx-plane, and thus the
computational domain is limited to one quadrant. The grid has a nearly cylindrical structure whose
centerline is parallel to the x-axis and located near it on the yx-plane. Figure 2 shows the converged
solution in terms of the Mach number. The Mach contours present the flow features in the plume region.
Figure 3 shows a solution adapted grid. The grid is adapted to the solution of Mach numbers in the
entire region; this means the function fij,k in equation (11) is equal to the absolute value of the gradient
of the Mach number along the direction of G-lines. The grid consists of 97 x 25 x 47 grid points. The
subdomain R of the adaptation is specified by the input parameters is = 1, iE = 97, JS = 1, jE = 25, ks
= 47, and kE = 5. Adaptation is performed along the _i,k-lines stepping along the k-index from the outer
boundary at ks = 47 toward the centerline but kept away from it at kE = 5. After sweeping a family of
_i,k-lines on an rlj-plane ' the procedure continues by adapting the entire rlj-plane ' stepping it along thej-index.
Minimum and maximum grid spacings and torsion constants are ASMIN = 0.001, ASMAX = 1,
_1 = 0.15, and )_2 = 0.001, respectively. On the boundary of R we have requested the preservation of
the initial grid line direction that is for the _j,k and rli,k-lines there. The overall adapted grid clearly fol-
lows the specifications of the algorithm (e.g., clustering grid points across the shocks, mixing layers,barrel shocks, etc.) depicting all the explicit flew features.
4.5 Example of an Initial Grid Generation
A secondary but important purpose of this work is to describe the use of this adaptive grid method as
,an effective initial grid generation scheme. The grid spacings are controlled by weighting functions which
are related to the specific geometry of the functions rather than to the flow properties. The example pre-
sented here describes this procedure for a simple bump-like geometry. It should be noted that complicated
geometries can be subdivided into patched blocks of simple geometry; then the following simple proceduremay separately be applied on each block.
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The surface geometry of the bump is defined by
[1 + cos(4ny)][1 + sin(4n(x - 0.5) - 0.5n],
z(x,y) = for 0.5<x<1 and 0<y<0.25 (29)
0, forx<0.5 or l<x or 0.25<y
Initially a rectangular grid (49 x 29 x 40) is generated with uniform spacing on each side of a rectangular
box B of the physical space; this is shown in figure 5. The coordinates _, 11, and _ are now considered
to be parallel with the direction of x, y, and z-axes. Next, the bottom surface of B is deformed to
describe the bump, defined by equation (29), by shortening the z-coordinate accordingly. Figure 6
......,lma,_._p of the grid construction in only one-half of the space. The computational domain R is
ndices is = 1, iE = 49, js = 1, jE = 29, ks = 1, and kE = 40.
from figure 6, the _ and rl coordinates have conformed to the body shape, but have not
the physical boundaries; _ coordinates along the z-axis are not orthogonal to the surface of
imake this grid more suitable for a 3-D flow field type of calculations, we need to properly
-_grid points in the physical space. In this instance, for a flow past a bump, we may cluster
near the yz-symmetry plane along the rl-coordinates, and near the surface of the bump
,ordinates and adjust the inclinations of the k-lines so that they become orthogonal to the
9ump. All this can be done by successive application of the described scheme as follows:
the adaptation along the _j,k-lines on the _k-planes. Cluster the grid points using a
Fgeometric weighting functions for regions of large curvature and exponentially stretched
the boundaries. In equation (11) fi,j,k is replaced by a measure of the curvature and M0
m exponential function given by
AsI ](k/m)
fi,j,k = Zi-l,j,k -- 2Zi-l,j,k 4- Zi+l,j,k , M 0 - _ _sii j
(30)
• is - 1, AsI and AslI, the mesh spacings at both ends, are also specified.
line inclinations are controlled by using large relative values for the torsion constants )_1
".the grid quasi-orthogonal near the surface of the bump.
ld application of the scheme proceeds as previously mentioned schemes except for the
g the rli,j-lines on the _-plane. The third application proceeds along the _j,k-lines on the
fid,k in equation (30) set to zero because there is no curvature change along this direction.
the final enhanced initial grid, which includes the features of clustering and orthogonality
Id boundaries of the bump.
5. SUMMARY
ation-adaptive grid based on variational principles and spring analogies was described. A
s tical splitting procedure for multidirectional adaptation is used. Grid skewness and
c ..... _,....... ., ,., controlled by one-sided torsion springs. User-specified maximum and minimum grid
spacings determine other important constants of the method and control the clustering and stretching of the
11
grid. Twocomputedexampleswereusedtoconfirmthefeasibilityof themethodandto demonstratethe
adaptivegrid asrobustandsolutioneffectiveaswell asasimplifiedinitial grid generationscheme.
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Figure 1.- Schematic of grid lines with tension and torsion spring analogy.
Figure 2.- 3-D initial grid-plume region.
15
\Figure 3.- Computed Mach contours-plume flow.
Figure 4.- 3-D solution-adapted grid, based on Mach numbers.
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ORIGINAL F,'-'_CCEiS
OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 5.- Uniform spacing, rectangular grid.
!
Figure 6.- Uniform spacing, 3-D grid about the bump.
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Figure 7.- Enhanced 3-D initial grid, based on curvature and stretch functions.
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